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Abstract 
In every conflict, be it political, social and economic, historical knowledge matters 

in resolving or managing it. This is because, without a credible understudying of 

facts about the root cause of a conflict, the mediators or the conflict manager may 

truly have no idea where to start from. Without evidence about the past sequences 

and references of other conflict and it managerial success and pitfalls, causes and 

effect, it is very impossible to develop intelligent plans for preventing future 

conflicts. It is against this backdrop that this work establishes that one of the 

reasons why conflict is prevalent and its managerial strategies limited over the 

years is because attention has not usually given to the distant past. The major 

thrust of this work is to provide information to opinion leaders, politicians, 

traditional institutions as well as the government agencies in charge of peace and 

security the need for historical knowledge, evidences and ideas in every conflict 

management. The paper highlighted the importance of oral tradition, historical 

counseling, historical rationalities and historical fact findings in conflict 

management. The paper concludes that applications of historical knowledge by 

non historians have made history a source of conflict rather than managing it 

hence a strong recommendation that some historical knowledge should avail to all 

levels of education.    
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Introduction  

Historical knowledge and its application toward obtaining global peace is no doubt a 

pivotal resource that deserved scholarship attention; peace is a universal commodity that 

every human society desires to enjoy irrespective of the tribe, race, religion and language. 

Every historian craves for peace in his environment because the historians are aware that 

peace is a pre-requisite for human and societal growth and development. Historical 

knowledge is not limited within its national boundaries, because it is rational and holistic 

in nature in ensuring the promotion of peace among nation states. History has been the 

driving force of societal peace, taking from the pre-historical days till the present computer 

age; history has being a resourceful commodity in conflict management and peace 

building. The historical experience drawn from the Nigerian civil war has continually 

being in the memory of all Nigerians this explains why despite the agitations and the 

clamor of people over resource control, economic independence and political freedom, no 

region has quest for war. The experience of the Nigeria civil war popularly called the 

Nigeria/Biafra war is a strong historical experience that nobody is willing to re-experience 

it. The use of historical knowledge and evidence in conflict management by nation states 

is in no doubt proven to be the most reliable diplomatic cable for craving for peace and 

national security. Acceptance and application of historical knowledge in handling conflict 

paves way for Socio-Economic development as well as respect to human dignity. 

 

African society prior to their Western contact has a way of managing her conflicts through 

historical knowledge and evidence. Though many Euro-centric scholars have posited that 

Africa was not part of a historical society until her contact with the West, this position of 

Western scholars concerning the African society could be regarded as a bias presentation 

of historical facts. Every traditional African society preserves her historical facts through 

songs, and oral tradition this sustenance of historical fact has help to manage conflict 

situation even before the Western interaction resulted to the use of court. 

 

Despite the challenges of historiography in Africa, the use of historical evidence in the 

management of conflicts has been an age long practice in Africa. The academic conflict 

between the Euro-centric and Afro-centric scholars over wrong claims and publications 

concerning African society was brought to an end or managed to a logical conclusion 

through the traced of historical evidence. Historical data generated at all time is usually 

marked for reference purposes   for maintenance of peaceful co-existence among 

neighbouring communities. The historical mechanisms established for a very long time has 

always proffered managerial strategies in resolving conflict whenever it occurs. Gaya 

(2006) opined that African society always has dispute settlement method prescribed by the 
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traditional norms and value system supervised by the traditional institutions existing in 

that society. This means that in every traditional African society the chiefs who are the 

custodian of history play pivotal roles in conflict management through the historical 

knowledge they have gathered either as experience or in oral tradition. However, in the 

light of all these prevailing challenges, the historical knowledge has always stood tall in 

resolving crises; it is against this background that the current study seeks to investigate the 

usefulness of historical instrument in conflict management using African perspectives. 

 

Explication of Key concepts 

History: is a branch of knowledge that seek to enquire into the human past with the aim 

of assessing the past events in order to have clear balance of the present for the purpose of 

avoid mistakes in the future. In other words, history is the memory bank of the human 

society that exposes the progress and mistakes, strength and weakness, successes and 

failures of the past society for the present society to make adjustment in the area of 

weakness, failures and mistakes, and improve in the areas of success, progress and 

strength, for the future not to have challenges   

 

Instrument: this refers to a means or agency through which some thing is achieved  

Conflict: the definition of the term “conflict”, has been a challenge in the body of 

scholarship, some scholars consider conflict as a disagreement of two or more parties, 

while some noted it as an impossible coexistence of nations, states, and so on as a result of 

disagreement. Conflict is a struggle of nations to achieve her national interest such as to 

protect her geographical area, security, economic interest, and protection of national image 

could result to or be defined as conflict. Albert defines conflict as a driving force employed 

by individual, States or Nations to accomplish their national interest or desires. (Omotosho 

2004)   

  

Resolution: refers to a process of bringing into agreement parties that were in 

disagreement for a period of time 

 

Perspective: refers to a view, dimension or technique of representing an object. 

What is Historical Method and Knowledge:  this refers to the aggregation of past events 

into a single document or acquainting the human memories through a narrative 

description of past events and society with the aim of making a relevant comparism 

between the past society and the present society to arrive at logical conclusions that will 

usher in a proper social adjustment human peace and societal development.    
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Applications of Historical Knowledge and Method in Conflict Prevention, Management 

and Transformations 

A successful application of historical knowledge in preventing conflict from the very 

beginning of disagreement of individuals or group could be conducted through the 

following means. 

 

Use of Narrative or Recorded Referencing of the Past: Historical counseling refers to the 

act of reminding the conflicting parties about events of the past, which is almost similar to 

the immediate event. Historical counseling also embarked on outlining the historical event 

from it pre-conflict stage to when it escalated into serious conflict and its damage on 

human lives and properties such as destruction of houses and other economic and valuable 

properties as well as creating hostility that in turn degenerated into insecurity in the area. 

This memory or knowledge drawn from the past event helps to conduct the action of the 

disputing parties to act carefully, and manage their choice of language and to accept a 

peace process to commence. Historical knowledge prepares parties in conflict to have for 

excuses of their wrong actions. This explains why in African tradition the knowledge of 

the past is taken seriously, in fact historical knowledge forms the curriculum of African 

traditional education. Every society make references to the distance past in other to have 

reasons for social adjustment that would create enviable future for their generation 

unborn. 

 

However, conflict as a concept does not only refer to a physical or destructive 

confrontation. Conflict encompasses physical or destructive confrontation, but includes 

cold wars and constructive conflicts that may not have physical confrontations but have 

every other features of what could be regarded as conflict. In fact, worthy of note is the 

prominence or adoption of historical knowledge called “REFERENCE” by scholars in 

solving or putting to rest issues in scholarship. Reference simply means extracting views 

from past knowledge in solving present issues or identification of a past knowledge of a 

scholar as a source to addressing the present issues. This explains that historical knowledge 

is not just limited in societal issues alone but in scholarship and even in science, historical 

knowledge is adopted. A medical doctor cannot make any observation or scientific test 

and arrive at logical conclusion about health condition of a patient without tracing the 

medical history of the patient or the family. By this, historical knowledge is required in 

solving health conflicts meaning historical knowledge solves physical and non physical 

conflicts in human environment. Until the past knowledge is consulted, satisfaction cannot 

be ascertained in conflict transformation or management.  
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Applications of Oral Narratives of the Past: As important as blood to the human body so 

important is historical information or memory to negotiations, mediations, peace makings 

or conflict management. No conflict manager could afford disregarding this history 

knowledge and tend to achieve success at the tail end. This explains why in African every 

King or Chiefs is regard as the custodians of the culture and traditions of their people. The 

cultures and traditions mentioned are embedded in historical preservation or knowledge. 

The reason why some African Kingdoms does not go to war with each other despite 

provocations is as a result of trace of historical fact. Sometimes you see kingdoms referring 

to themselves as one despite the distance in geographical locations of the two groups; this 

is as a result of the trace of preserved history. European world today is seen as the most 

developed world despite their involvement in series of destructive wars could be 

attributed to their ability of preserving their past experience in the wars they fought. 

  

Today historical record has taught the Roman Catholic Church a lesson not to monopolize 

the Christian faith, so also other religion have learnt from the 30 years war experience and 

as such conducting their faith very careful not to cross their religious boundaries. The 

formation of united nation was to help in controlling actions of state as against their fellow 

state in other to avert confrontation that could lead to war.  With no doubt it is pertinent 

to say that, the reasons behind the formation of this international organization (U.N.) is 

traceable to the past experiences of wars fought in Europe that almost turned European 

world into a dark society. 

 

The neglect of historical experience and record almost turn European world into a poor 

continent. The 30 years war that ended with the popular Westphalia treaty of 1646 was not 

taken into consideration and this resulted to another war popularly known as the 

Napoleonic war that ended in 1815. Attention was not given to history even after the war, 

exactly after 100 years, the European world experience yet another war popularly called 

the First World War, which ended in 1919. Lessons of the past were not learnt hence the 

outbreak of the second world war in 1939 which marks 20years after the First World War. 

The war ended in 1945, by this time, the European world has started having consideration 

on history perceivably as a result could not, permanently outsource the reasons for all the 

wars in Europe. The outbreak of the cold war brought about the revisiting of the past 

memories, which exposes the agitations behind the wars. The European world realizes that 

the quest for freedom by the common people is the reason behind all the wars, hence the 

adoption of liberal democracy as the globally accepted system of governance which by its 

application runs and inclusive government meaning the commoners will have a stake in 

the leadership either by selecting who to lead them or stand to be selected to lead. Without 

bias history today have it that European continent despite their series of war were the most 
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peaceful and highly developed continent in the entire world. A trace of history gave them 

the peace and edge over other continents.      

  

These explains why conflicting parties must be commit to acquiring as much information 

as they could gather about the existences of their past society in other to have a conflict 

free society. The exposure of the historical knowledge of their past will help them to take 

a decision if to continue in conflict or to give peace a change. Sometimes, this past 

memories are usually retained by these who are actor or eye witness of the conflict for 

instance no right thinking Nigerian that witness the civil war would pray or act in a 

manner that could result to a civil war in the country. The experience of European world 

has fronted their fear against crisis hence their readiness and absolute involvement in the 

fight against terrorism that could cause the world peace.  

 

Today Liberian world would also remind herself of her experience in the civil war hence 

with sort for a more peaceful approach in all her agitations just to avoid re-occurrence of 

history. Repetitions of history are a lesson that no society desires to have, hence the 

avoidance of the repetition of history lies in the keeping of the memory of history. 

 

Inculcation of Cultural Knowledge of the Past: cultural values in every society are usually 

built towards peaceful co-existence. However the preservations of these cultural values are 

what we refer to as historical knowledge. The application of these cultural values by 

member is what we refer to as the inculcation of historical knowledge in managing conflict 

situations. Cultural values have a long standing history of transforming conflict because it 

forms the part and attitudinal nature or expression of members hence, helps in guiding 

their actions amongst themselves and their neighbours. Acknowledgement or the fact of 

knowing about the cultural ways and manners in which the past society applied in 

maintaining peace and security in their environment by the present generation gives the 

future generation hope of security and progress. Every past experience or knowledge 

gotten and practice by the present society serves as a general guide to attitudinal change, 

understanding and familiarity with the ability or nature of avoiding conflict. Awareness 

of the reasons behind a particular cultural practice by the past society guides the present 

society over similar situations. Historical knowledge drawn from cultural values gives the 

members an intellectual understanding to appreciate truth about the information of the 

past. It is a fact that the totality of what man knows about the past forms is level of 

awareness and productivity in his present society because there is no feature without the 

past.  
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Use of Historical Research Methodology in Tracing the Truth and Cause of the Conflict: 

application of historical knowledge in conflict management has to do with what historians 

refer to as tracing of the root cause of the conflict. It is a fact that until a tree is uprooted 

from the taproot such tree is bound to regenerate its growth, this fact applicable to conflict 

management because if the reason for the conflict is traced properly and addressed the will 

also be an agitation which could result to a conflict future judging from the experience of 

the European world that neglected the taproot of their problem and it lingered from 1648 

till 1945 when a proper trace was conducted and today the people are in peace. Historical 

knowledge deals with trace of the root cause of the conflict by investigating period of the 

conflict, nature of the conflict and the people directly and indirectly involved in the 

conflict. 

 

The historical search is usually carried out from the distance environment to the immediate 

environment, the conflicting parties as well as the actors and eyewitnesses are not left 

behind in the historical fact fining mission. The information gathered is subjected to 

historical interpretations; the data obtained from the interpretation is subjected to analysis. 

All this process helps to avert bias and usher in objectivity in historical knowledge. The 

nature of research carried out on the parties includes first inquiring to knowing the bone 

of contention, the interest and goals desired to be achieved by each of the parties before 

and after the conflict. this areas are carefully and skillfully studied by the historians, 

because, the knowledge serves as tool in confronting the peace process, secondly the 

information gathered concerning this variables helps and guide the historians with a better 

understand of what they are about engaging themselves into, thirdly the historical trace of 

root cause sometime referred to as fact finding mission helps to give the historians a good 

balance to predict the behaviors of the members of the conflicting parties in other to 

prepare a good frame work in the management of their attitude in other to push forward 

with the peace process, of resolving, managing or transforming the conflict. Fourthly, the 

historical trace will acquaint the peacemaker with the identifications of some of the 

challenges that will confront them such soft rock challenges and hard rock challenge. 

However, the beauty of the matter is that a problem known and identified is a half solved 

so identifying the two rock challenges avails the historian into initiating a master plan in 

tackling it to a standstill position. 

 

Lastly the period of historical fact findings is also used by historians to work on the 

temperaments of the actors in the conflict. This was the reason historians adopts secrecy in 

her historical fact findings.  
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Declassification of Historical Data: One of the ways history and historians contributes to 

problem-solving is by identifying the roots and sources of the problem as earlier said, and 

after identification of the root cause, the nest step is refers to as exposing the root cause. 

The reasons for exposing the root cause are to render the forces behind the cause of the 

conflict useless and ineffective. Having an objective knowledge about the conflict and 

exposing it help the historians to be in charge and as such to record their first step of 

progress.  

 

Often time historical record has shown that 90 percent of actors in a conflict all over world, 

does not usually know what they are fighting for, but are active in the conflict because 

their society is in involve, or their leaders accept the conflict to hold. This is the reason 

historians after tracing the root cause will expose it before the actors for them to 

understand if what they are fighting for worth fighting for. 

 

Secondly, most of the conflicts in the world are born out of greed and self centeredness. 

These factors cannot be justified until there is a historical trace of the root cause of the 

conflict by historian. Exposing or declassifying the fact exposes such leadership before his 

people and reduces his influence over them in other to gain access to the hard rock that 

prevented peace building in the area.  

 

This public show of the root cause of the conflict gives historian great and lesser works to 

do in achieving their purpose of peace building. Any move for peace initiative or build 

without passing through this historical process will only achieve what historians refers to 

peripheral peace because in no distance time the conflict will re-germinate with a new 

cover that will be engineered negatively such that it could not be managed or transformed 

until it gotten to its peak.  

 

Historical record has shown that, in every conflict situation all over the world, there are 

people who benefits from it and there are those whose loses. The usefulness of historical 

trace of the root cause will expose these se of people and disorganize the arsenals over the 

conflict hence; they will build a strong defense over the situation such that all peace moves 

will amount to nothing. Exposing them also exposes their evil ideas to parties, hence 

making flew for their safety and also bringing them to justice.  

 

Rationality in Application of Judgment: rationality is functional characteristics of 

historians and history, any conflict managed through one source is tantamount to failure. 

Any time societal attentions are not given to the rationalities of the distant past such society 

will be a conflict deriving society. The idea of rationality in history explains the reason why 
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historian dwells in what they call multidisciplinary approach. For example, if the historical 

trace of the cause of a conflict is diagnose to be boundary geographical knowledge is 

searched for and employed in tackling the situation, if it is diagnose to be economic 

interest, ideas are drawn from economic environment in addressing the issues. Historians 

are not ignorant of the fact as history is important in every situation, so other disciplines 

are important so without discrimination historian borrows knowledge from them all in 

dismounting the conflict that emanates from their environment. Rationality in history 

helps historians to acknowledge the historical fact of which society they are outsourcing 

peace for has been before, in other to know truly where the society are now, and where 

they should have been without the conflict. This historical evidence about the past 

sequences helps historians to build a rational possible intelligent plan for the future. 

 

Trace of Sustained Oral Tradition: Vasina (1981) considered oral tradition as the verbal 

testimonies transmitted from one generation to the other, parent to children and so on. In 

defining the concept oral history Vasina, posited that it is the historical account verbally 

transmitted by an eye witness of the event, participant in the event or actor of the event. 

Historical narratives equips every conflict managers or negotiators a balance and 

understanding of what to do, how to do it and when to do it. Application of historical 

narratives in reconciliation of conflicting parties gives the manager the ability to change 

the orientation of the groups toward their perceived enemies, including acceptance of them 

for a friend. A reconciliation done without the parties linked up with narratives other 

similar events and its negative outcome before linking them the immediate issues by 

acquaint them with knowledge of the fact about the root cause of the conflict and what it 

has destroyed and what it will become in the future, such reconciliation and acceptance 

will suffer defeat because it can be easily manipulated through bias historical fact by 

conflict traders. This is the reasons why historians in every of their bid for peaceful 

resolution of conflict will first engage the parties in a long time talk that is purposeful and 

interesting to the parties. Historians believe that education of mind has to do with mental 

pictorial evidence that would spell out previous events and its negative effects. Exposing 

conflicting groups or intended conflicting groups with the mutually acknowledgement 

through narratives about the past suffering as a result of conflict make parties have a 

rethink about their future hence giving peace a chance. 

 

Establishment of historical facts in addressing a violent conflict helps to transforming the 

conflict rapidly. A factual historical narrative prevent conflict and promote peace, provides 

strategies and approaches that deal effectively with the root cause of a conflict in other to 

foster positive peace and intergroup relations. One important challenge of historical 

narrative as an approach to conflict transformation or management is that some time the 
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history is been politicized or hijacked by political leaders for their specific political agenda, 

which, in turn, limit the scope and the effectiveness of the historical narrative to a mere 

story. In this situation, history adopts diverse historical method, approaches or more 

creative strategies such as presentation of history through cultural songs, cultural dressing 

and cultural dance to mark the event. Example of such historical cultural is the 

“HAPPINESS” cultural dance amongst the Rumuolumeni people. The dance reminds 

them of their pains in the Nigerian civil war on their people and how they were able to 

remain alive to the end of the war. This historical narrative even without being an eye 

witness in the war, will understand the negative nature of the war on the people, hence 

will never wish to have such experience. By this, historical narrative has built peace. 

Secondly there is a masquerade dance in Nkoro Kingdom called “AKAHI” it is a play that 

Nkoro people use to express their love and acceptance of young Jojo now King Jaja when 

he excape from Bonny over a civil war in Bonny.  

 

Challenges in the Application of Historical Methodology and Knowledge 

In all over the world, numerous negative factors have been identified underpaying the 

successful implementations of the aim of history in dealing with conflict in order to 

promote peace. Amongst the factors are: 

 

Bias: the effectiveness of historical knowledge in conflict management overtimes has 

experience inclination, predisposition, partiality, prejudice, preference and predilection 

from those who are privilege with the knowledge either as participant in the event, eye 

witnesses or those who got it through oral tradition. These mentioned impediments have 

imposed a serious setback on the use of historical knowledge and methodology in conflict 

management.   

 

Deliberate Distortion of Historical Fact: historical misrepresentation of the true fact is one 

of the challenges facing the historical fact finding and application in conflict management. 

Some the informants deliberately distort fact because of the fear of the unknown or fear of 

cultural injunction that has presented the need information sacrosanct or inviolable. At this 

point the historian in the mission of fact finding is rendered helpless and expose to 

reapplication of other historical methodological approach in acquiring the desired 

information. The fact remains that the historians may have their way in finally obtaining 

the needed information but it will consume time and resource and as such prolonging the 

conflict management  

  

Neglect of Historical Knowledge: failure of the members of the historical society to 

carefully devote their times and attention to historical knowledge either by studying, 
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listening and reconstruction of the gathered knowledge has made history to be less 

important and as living the society a theatre of conflict.      

 

Lack of Sponsorship: neither the government or private individuals has fail in their 

cooperate responsibility in encouraging or promoting historical studies through the 

school’s curriculum, provision of historical aids such as financing excavations of historical 

sites, financing historical research, reconstruction and provision of scholarships for 

historical studies in and outside the state. Making history a less cause in all level of our 

educational system by the government has impose on the government the challenges of 

continuity in governance and projects, many abandoned project without trace of contract 

records as well as recordings of government precedence as been the order of the day.    

   

Unprofessionalism in the Professionalism: historical professionalism refers the 

application of historical methodology appropriately by historians through proper 

scrutinization, weighing of facts and arguments with the view to make desirable choice or 

decision, carefully considering the probable consequences of a step to be taken, 

circumspect, slow in determination because information gathered is very pertinent to be 

declassified or decided upon horribly until it has been subjected to proper interpretations.  

 

Summary and Conclusion 

Historical knowledge, methods approaches are the most effect means in conflict 

management, it enables conflict managers start the managerial process from the tap root 

to the top, it also expose those fact unseen but yet influential and determinant in the 

fuelling of the conflict. Employment of historical knowledge, system, method, strategy and 

approach by conflict managers makes them have full load and understanding of what are 

managing and how difficult it will in achieving their aim, hence prepared to tackle it with 

a full understanding. Uses of historical knowledge make every conflict manager a rational 

thinker. It is on this premise that this paper agreed by concluding that historians are good 

conflict managers and historical knowledge is the most resource variable that could 

manage a conflict from it taps room.     

 

Recommendations 

No doubt, history in conflict contexts is a double-edged sword. History is often 

instrumental to fostering conflict resolution if the narratives and presented knowledge is 

bias free. While in the other hand it can be wrongly used to create conflict when the 

narrative is bias. Therefore, delving into the past wrongly can be dangerous, as it has the 

potential to fuel negative emotions and actions that might be destructive for peaceful co-

existence and peace building. At the same time, ignoring the past is also dangerous, 
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because the legacies of the past tend to linger in the present. Therefore, finding the truth 

and coming to grips with the past are considered necessary for conflict management and 

reconciliation. It is on this premise that this paper considers the following area very critical 

for considerations for historical effectiveness in conflict management. 

 

(1) Historical Society of Nigeria being a professional body of the historical study, should 

endeavour to professionalize the profession by ensuring that, membership to this body is 

by examination, and only members of this body should be qualified to undertook the any 

historical reconstruction of any place, these will help to avert all unprofessional 

reconstruction of histories that is tantamount creating conflict in our societies.  

 

(1) Every conflict resolution, transformation or management strategies around the world 

revolve on historical evidence or narratives in order to gain insights about the principles 

of peace building and reconciliation. For the world to have an acceptable mechanism in 

conflict management and conflict prevention there must be bias free historical narratives.  

 

(2) A professional use of historical knowledge and evidence in conflict management tend 

to be a teacher that teaches the society a lesson of the past experience and as such 

disengaging the minds of conflicting groups or intended conflicting group from the part 

of conflict to embracing peace. On this note, this paper recommends that for the sake of 

ensuring or fostering global peace there must be a raising awareness and increasing 

understanding of history in our schools,  

 

(3) It is obvious that in every conflict situation there are those who are known as conflict 

traders such persons can retrieve and present the memory of the past without objectivity 

and as such reigniting the already managed situation on fire, also political leaders as well 

as educated elites that has strong influence on their society uses influence to manipulate 

their societies that they have a privilege knowledge of historical facts or evidence and as 

such presenting their manipulated historical documentations to justifying or prove their 

selfish points and as such creating aggressiveness from the society. In such manner, the 

bias historical memory might provide lessons that are not conducive to peace building, 

and become a basis for the continuation of conflict. Based on this challenges identified in 

this paper, it is hereby recommended that governments in all nations should made 

historical studies a compulsory general cause at all level of their educational at list give 

them little idea about objectivity in historical documentation and narratives.   

 

(4) Over times scholars especially from the social sciences have argued that historical 

narratives concerning events often causes conflict rather than eliminating it, they saw 
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historical knowledge as a fueling vessel of conflict, because to them historical knowledge 

revives the forgoing memories into action capacities. This fact cannot be true or can be 

regarded as a mischief or a calculated bias on history. While in the other hand it can be 

accepted because even the social scientist who sees historical knowledge as a menace has 

turned themselves to be historians whereby documenting past events without knowing 

the proper ethnics and rudiment in historical reconstruct, hence given the society half 

baked histories that in turn endangers the society. Based on this fact, this paper 

recommended that, all historical documentation or reconstruction should not embark 

upon by everyone but for the professional who lanced historians approved by the 

professional body. 

 

(5) Historical narratives have been one of the most outstanding tools, answers or solutions 

to peace and conflict resolution. Often times people who are not professionals in the field 

of history seems to be professing the profession without knowing the ethics and rudiments 

of presenting historical accounts in managing a conflict situation. The unprofessional use 

of historical account by people especially political leaders and some educated elites in a 

conflict management has resulted to problem of interpreting historical account differently 

and wrongly. Hence, this paper therefore recommends that, there should be a professional 

body that would regulate all historical reconstructions, and presentations. 

 

(6) Historical reconstruction and narratives of the past have negative and positive 

consequences for human coexistence and reconciliation. But the truth of the matter is that 

it depends on who documented it and on what event was it documented. Any history 

documented out of the scope of the context is capable of creating provocation, hostilities 

and violence. This has made many to perceive the role of history as a fueling point of new 

conflicts and impeding reconciliation between groups. It is a clear fact that, in every conflict 

resolutions, History of conflict is first considered importantly before processing to 

reconciliation. Hence this paper recommends that, there should be proper adoption of 

historical thinking and narratives before embarking on conflict resolution.  

 

(7) Again, it is an undeniable fact that, a properly shared historical narrative heals and 

provides a platform through which conflicting parties can overlook or overcome the 

trauma of past. Based on this, paper posits that all historical narratives should be carried 

out in an objective manner such that it will be effective in its functions in conflict 

managements.  
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